“Point Lobos is many things to many people. For some it is just a place to see beautiful scenery. But for others it is a place to learn about nature or the cultural history of the area, or a place that speaks to the heart, or a place to watch wildlife being wild.”

Point Lobos Foundation

Point Lobos is a local treasure; join our guides on a walk through the diverse landscape of Point Lobos. Described as the “greatest meeting of land and water in the world” by landscape artist Francis McComas, Point Lobos is considered a crown jewel in the California state park system.

Whether it’s bird watching, otter spotting, tide pooling, or relaxing Point Lobos appeals to all. Our guided tours last about 2 hours and we can customize how strenuous it is based on your group’s abilities.

For the tour please wear comfortable walking shoes, bring a bottle of water, and pack light layers because the wind and fog can often roll in with little notice.